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COVID-19 AND CONTINUING NEED FOR SOCIAL DISTANCING AND OTHER RESTRICTIONS

It has been great to see members once again being able to gather socially at our Airport Hut 48 rooms, albeit in
necessarily controlled smaller numbers and with strict social distancing protocols in place during our
continuing Covid-19 restrictions.

At the end of our �rst week of opening our rooms for two hour periods four times a week, not only have these
openings provided opportunities for members to have somewhere to meet socially up to four times a week,
but it has also produced an income of  $175 towards �nancing of our running costs.

Our �rst week shows us that the most popular
opening will be our Tuesday afternoon 2 pm to 4 pm,
with our least popular, (due to very cold nights), will
be our Tuesday evening 7.30 to 9.30 pm, therefore,
members attending Tuesday afternoon will not be
required to pay a further $5 to attend the evening
opening.

WHERE ELSE, FOR JUST $5, CAN YOU GET TO
GATHER FOR A CHAT, TEA AND COFFEE AND

BISCUITS AVAILABLE, BOOKS AVAILABLE TO READ,
SEPARATE ROOM FOR EXERCISING OR DANCING

TO MUSIC OR WATCHING OTHERS DO THAT ?

MAYBE EVEN WIN A FRUIT & VEGGIE BASKET FOR
JUST $2?

Our experience over this �rst week shows that we can allow up to a total of twenty attendees at a time spread
between the Committee Room and the Meeting Room.  Also the larger Western Wing former dining hall is
available to us at this time;  however, still no heating in there.

It has been pleasing how members have adhered to the strict protocols in place for these openings with social
distancing required and the use of the supplied hand sanitiser.

While music is played in the meeting room for members to either exercise or dance to, it is strictly  “no physical
contact” other than between a member and his or her own partner.  We are NOT holding a dance, the music is
not continuous but just played between chats and co�ee etc.  With just a few of our members  ‘into dancing’
there has, to date, been no more that three couples at a time dancing and one member dancing individually,
but it has been great to see some members sitting and enjoying the music and watching others dance.

One member who had been  ‘struggling’  during restrictions due to his missing his opportunity to dance has been
very much  ‘lifted’  by this opportunity for he and his partner to dance.  Can’t get the smile o� his face 

With Tuesday afternoon the most patronised, Tuesday afternoon openings will feature a fruit and veggie basket
draw as will any other opening that has an advised ten or more intended attendees.  Our �rst Tuesday featured
such a draw which saw Stan White take home his third fruit and veggie basket since we introduced these
for our last couple of Monthly Social Luncheon meetings prior to the necessary suspension of those meetings.
Stan very kindly shared some of his Fruit and Veggie basket with an ill neighbour;  well done Stan.

:)
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So why not come and join us?      Here again are the times :

One of the members attending on Tuesday afternoon was Maurice
Turner.  Maurice turned up with another two model aircraft for us,
a Messerschmidt which has been positioned in the display cabinet
with the other models of the smaller aircraft and a Wellington
Bomber, a two engine bomber that our 1WAGS trainees would
have trained on in England leading up to their training on the larger
four engine Lincoln and Lancaster.  The Wellington is pictured here
in front of the  Fred Cowell Memorial Trophy which our branch
has held onto for another year when it was presented,
(via video) during our recent Air Force Association Victoria
State Conference.

EVERY  Tuesday 2 pm to 4 pm 
EVERY Tuesday 7.30 pm to 9.30 pm (Two for $5 price of one).
EVERY Thursday afternoon 2 pm to 4 pm
EVERY Saturday 2 pm to 4 pm
COME ON, GIVE ME A CALL AND BOOK A SPOT ~ PLENTY OF ROOM  ~ 0439 929 322
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Major Neil Leckie,
Manager of the Ranger
Barracks Military
Museum is pictured here
with our Senior Librarian
Stephen Brown, Left.  Neil
visited us on our Tuesday
afternoon rooms opening with
a box full of air force related
books that he had sorted from
a  large number of books
gifted to him by the Ballarat
Library.  Neil left with just a
handful of military related
books that do not meet our
criteria for being included in
our Tom Roberts Library.
Thank you Neil.

Our member Jack Bell who will reach the age of 101 and a half years on the 20th of this month
has now been released from hospital and is now in an aged care facility just around the corner

from his suburban Melbourne home.  Jack has not lost his sense of humour joking that he is now
in purgatory. It was pleasing talking to him again Saturday, (the 6th), to hear that he is able

to move around the facility with the aid of a wheeled ‘walker’.  (However, he is not happy that he is
unable to leave the facility).   (Noel Hutchins, Pres) .. Give me a call, 0439 929 322
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